FIELD GUIDE to an INSTALLATION
LEARNING GREEN LIVING GREEN
FOCUS FROSTBURG
In supporting the common desire of people all over the world for a sustainable environment and renewable energy, we take this opportunity to celebrate the interdependence of trees and humanity; to appreciate not only their beauty, but their silent contribution to the air we breathe.

SITE ONE: COMPTON/TAWES AREA
1. ARTIST: JAZLYN D. FISHER • UNTITLED
2. ARTIST: JACK C. LIPPS
   WITHOUT US, THERE IS NO YOU
3. ARTIST: ANDREW BALDUFF • ROLE REVERSAL
4. ARTIST: RACHEL DEWOODY
   THE CYCLE OF LIFE • “We are all connected, nature and humans alike, we must respect that.”
5. ARTIST: POOJA PRADHAN
   NATURE AND US • “Our actions are harming and slowly destroying Earth.”
6. ARTIST: ASHLEE R. LANE • ONE • “Yourself, through and in the environment.”
7. ARTIST: NICOLE JACOBS • THE DREAMING TREE
   “Childhood memories and the innocence of childhood itself.”
8. ARTIST: ANTHONY A. YOUNG
   HOME AWAY FROM HOME • “Earth is home for every living creature on the planet. Our home reflects who we are; everyone plays a role in keeping it healthy.”
9. ARTIST: ASHLAN D. FOSTER
   “We tattoo Earth with waste.”
10. ARTIST: NEVAR A. CHASE • RECYCLE, PLEASE
   HOME BASE • “Home is where the heart is, even for the birds.”
11. ARTIST: CHEYENNE L. HILLSGROVE
   SUPPORT OR DESTROY • “Am I supporting its life or destroying it?”
12. ARTIST: ROSANNA D. HEAVNER
   TIED TO NATURE • “Trees are literally a reflection of human life. You can see we have a great dependency upon nature, and should reciprocate with a great respect.”
13. ARTIST: MEGHAN VOELKEL • TREE SPIRIT • “This piece uses the curves and contours of the tree to express her movement and free spirit.”
14. ARTIST: ABIKE D. DEDO • REFLECTIONS OF LIFE
   “The axe soon forgets, but the tree always remembers.”
15. ARTIST: CAITLIN E. WHITLOCK • ESCAPING THE BUILDUP
   “A collection of disposed materials in a gradation from manmade to natural, solid to translucent, and found to freeing.”

Environmental Work: Three Dimensional Design: Art 105 • Cover: Roxy Paine “Cojoined” Stainless steel, 2007 • Brochure Design: Susan E. Dodge
"My concept conveys the issue of our climate being directly affected by our own actions and my piece is a visual metaphor, a demonstration of this situation.”

Emily Moses

SITE TWO:
COMPTON/TAWES/PERFORMING ARTS AREA

2. ARTIST: REETA KHINDR
   TREES: A GIFT BEARING GIFTS

3. ARTIST: KATHLEEN HWANG • SHELTER
   “Trees are homes to others, too.”

4. ARTIST: DRAKE DOBISH • LOTUS • “The rocks protect what gives life to the tree. Water. The pond’s calmness gives beautiful life to the tree.”

5. ARTIST: THOMAS MARKOWSKI • UNTITLED
   “Japanese tradition of folding paper cranes to convey a wish.”

6. ARTIST: LINDA STEWART • SOAKING UP THE RAYS
   “The tree wearing sunglasses portrays how sunlight is used in photosynthesis.”

7. ARTIST: ADAM HARSH • NATURE SNAKE
   “Nature ties in life as a whole.”

8. ARTIST: EMILY GILLINGHAM • UNTITLED

9. ARTIST: JORDAN SWOGGER • ANDRODENRON
   “The quintessential ‘stick figure’ illustrates God’s marvelous design in creating the world, including the symbiotic relationship between the trees and humanity.”

10. ARTIST: LATIA STOKES • EARTH DAY
    “The arms, the branches/The legs, the stems/We need you/You need us/We breathe you/You breathe us/We are all connected in this circle of life.”

11. ARTIST: EMILY MOSES • CLIMATE CONTROL IN THE HANDS OF HUMANKIND • “The concept conveys the issue of our climate being directly affected by our own actions and my piece is a visual demonstration of this situation.”

12. ARTIST: RAYNA GOLDSBOROUGH
    GRACEFUL THROUGH THE WIND • My project conveys how the wind blows and objects move in the wind, giving the sense of these objects dancing. The funnel in the middle is like a speaker with sound waves, causing the ribbons to move.

13. ARTIST: STEPHANIE HALLINAN
    MOTHER NATURE: NURTURE • “This piece shows how Mother Nature is vital in human growth as a species and illustrates how we are nurtured by nature.”

14. ARTIST: TA VONNE A. WILKINSON
    PROFESSOR DOWNY HAWTHORNE • “We learn from nature.”

15. ARTIST: TA VONNE A. WILKINSON
    YES • “Young tree with an MP3 audio recorder answers the question ‘If a tree falls down in a forest, with no one around, does it still make a sound?’"
“In my piece (Tree Song), nature is putting on its armor. Getting ready to defend itself. Listen.” Portia Oliver

SITE THREE:
PULLEN/HITCHENS/CLOCK TOWER AREA

1. ARTIST: KELLY A. TAYLOR • SAVE MORE TREES, RECYCLE MORE • “Piece made entirely of recycled materials.”
2. ARTIST: NAOMI B. SWANN • INNER LIGHT
3. ARTIST: ALYSSA J. DICK • UNTITLED • “Piece inspired by the interactions of humans and trees.”
4. ARTIST: KYLE TIMME • DEAD SWING
   “No trees...no wind...no branches...no swing.”
5. ARTIST: MICHAEL MCNAMEE • MIRACULO
6. ARTIST: BEN W. JOHNSON • PI • “Conveying the cyclical levels of nature; each circle is proportional to each other: exactly smaller by a certain ratio and having pi in common.”
7. ARTIST: TYLER R. DALEY • REFLECTIONS • “Looking into your childhood.”
8. HEATHER M. LINDSEY• UNTITLED • “Keep your love of nature, for that is the true way to understand art more and more.” Vincent Van Gogh
9. ARTIST: ANGIE WHARTON • REFLECTIONS OF HARMONY
10. SANDRA H. MARSH • TREE HUGGER
    “We are what we hug.”
11. KIERA R. DOUGLAS • REFLECTION
    “Mirror mirror standing there, tell me what you see as I blow in the air! When you look at the earth, the trees, nature in general you see only that. However, if you close your eyes and open your mind, I want you to see more: see Relaxation, Life, Love, Freedom, see yourself in any part of the tree. See what you want as long as it is respectful to nature and not just a tree.”
12. ARTIST: JING LU • THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR ENVIRONMENT
13. ARTIST: SOPHIA CHANGNI LIU • BUTTERFLY
14. ARTIST: JENAE L. FRAZIER • UNTITLED
    “Peace, love, respect for the Earth.”
15. ARTIST: ERIC L. HARVEY • CHILDHOOD NATURE
    “Representation of being a child, enjoying nature.”
16. ARTIST: SLOANE ADAMS • TREE DANCE
    “A dance inspired by Native American reverence of nature.”
17. ARTIST: PORTIA OLIVER • TREE SONG
    “Separating ourselves from nature, nature is adapting to us more than we are adapting to nature. This is a military base for birds. Nature is putting on its armor, getting ready to defend itself. Listen.”
“My piece is conveying the cyclical levels of nature; each circle is proportional to each other: exactly smaller by a certain ratio and having pi in common.”

Ben Johnson

SITE FOUR: FINE ARTS/LIBRARY/TAWES AREA

1. ARTIST: MARSHALL MAY • BLOSSOM • “Art and beauty can be found in what is missing, present, or supposed to be.”
2. ARTIST: GARRETT MINNICK • CONVIXION • “Symbolizing the industrial impact and constriction on Mother Nature. People hold the key to saving our planet, and this impact goes unnoticed everyday.”
3. ARTIST: DANIEL LINDNER • TREES ARE BIGGER THAN YOU
4. ARTIST: ALLEN ROGERS • IMMORTAL • “I want to live forever.” • Wrapping the tree with wire gives it a sense of immortality.
5. ARTIST: IAN HOCH • BROKEN DREAMS “Broken environment.”
6. ARTIST: TIA MUSSELMAN • BEAUTY OF NATURE • “My project is abstract but also represents the beauty of trees.”
7. ARTIST: CHRIS THOMA • HAPPY TREE “This tree represents some of the factors of an earth-friendly environment.”
8. ARTIST: MIKE FULSON-WOYTEK • ANGRY TREE • “Fire and other factors that threaten trees and our environment.”
9. ARTIST: SASHA SIMMONS • ONE WITH THE EARTH “Nature gives life to humanity; we should give back to it.”
10. ARTIST: INDIA BELL • “Nature reflects the people living in it.”
11. ARTIST: DANIEL CLIPP • THE THREE-D FRAME • The framing emphasizes to the viewer the chance to see the tree from every side, and the containment of the elements CO2 and O.
12. ARTIST: JUSTIN WARNICK • THE HEART WITHIN
13. ARTIST: KELSEY CLARK • HEART • “You need a tree to breathe and a heart to live.”
14. ARTIST: MATT WOTRING • THE SOUND OF NATURE • “The sound of nature. Sometimes we don’t hear it, but it’s there.”
15. ARTIST: KEVIN ALVEY • INTERDEPENDENCE • “Your life ensures ours. We give life to each other in turn.”
16. ARTIST: KELLY VANDERHOUT • BEAUTIFUL REFLECTIONS “Taking nature for granted, we forget to reflect on the beauty it instills.”
17. ARTIST: DANIELLE ARNOLD • THE VISION • “This piece represents how people look at trees and how trees look at us.”
18. ARTIST: ELIZABETH KIRBY • COEXIST • “We can only live if the trees live, so we should leave a positive fingerprint on the environment.”